
 

 

 Welcome to the Tsingtao® Beer website! You’ve no
doubt tapped into our site because you appreciate our
world class beer. Tsingtao Beer is the number one
imported Chinese beer in the United States. Did you
also know that Tsingtao Beer is the number-one
consumer branded product exported from China?
Tsingtao is a favorite beer the world over!

 To learn more about Tsingtao, you will find at this
website background information about the Tsingtao
brand and the Tsingtao Brewery.  

From this site, you will also discover the importance of
Chinese New Year to Chinese tradition. We provide
details about the holiday and about a great Tsingtao
Chinese New Year consumer offer.  

We also provide you with recipes for Chinese dishes to
enjoy with Tsingtao Beer. Last, we feature personalized
Chinese zodiac information for contemporary fun with
this ancient practice.

So pop open a Tsingtao Beer, power up your computer,
and enjoy our site!

 Tsingtao ... The Great Beer of China.
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Tsingtao Premium is brewed
with the combination of
Tsingtao's more than 90 years
of classic brewing craft and
current intermational advanced
technology.The taste is more
refreshing and the flavor of
hops is stressed.Accompanied
with the novel elegant and
poised packaging,it will bring
you the extraordinary
enjoyment.

 

Tsingtao stout is distinctive for
its dark brown and thick body
and mellowing & longlasting
taste.Since its berth,it is
favored by gentlemen for its
characteristics.

 

Tsingtao light beer is a low
alcohol and low heat beer
brewed with the world
advanced equipments and "high
gravity adjustment" process.It is
popularly favored by
customers,especially ladies for
its pure body,light but still
full-bodied taste and elegant
fragrance.

 

Beer (soft) Low heat quantity

and low spirit content are the
main characteristics of
TSINGTAO Soft Beer. It has
extremely low calorific value so
that people can enjoy a large
quantity of the beer and can
still keep fit. It is a top
quality drink for picnic and
cooling in summer time for
men and women, old and
young.
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Tsingtao dragon and phenix
can beer means prosperity and
extremely good fortune based
on China's cultural customs.It
is undoubtedly the ideal choice
for wedding ceremony or
festival celebrations.
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